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Researchers Rely on Comet to Showcase Color-
Changing Materials
Supercomputer-generated models explain how molecule alterations
change colors

Coupling Comet-generated computational models with

anodically coloring electrochromes (ACEs), researchers

demonstrated how small chemical modifications change the

electronic structure of the molecules’ radical cation states,

which in turn alter the color. Credit: Aimée Tomlinson,

University of North Georgia

According to a release issued in April by Georgia

Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech), a serendipitous

discovery by graduate student Dylan T. Christiansen

has led to materials that quickly change color from

completely clear to a range of vibrant hues – and back

again. The work could have applications in everything

from skyscraper windows that control the amount of

light and heat coming in and out of a building, to

switchable camouflage and visors for military

applications, and even color-changing cosmetics and

clothing.

The study also helps fill a knowledge gap in a key area

of materials science and chemistry, according to the

researchers.

A recent Journal of the American Chemical Society article entitled New Design Paradigm for

Color Control in Anodically Coloring Electrochromic Molecules explained the research in detail,

including the explanatory computational models that relied upon the Comet supercomputer at

the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC), an Organized Research Unit of the University of

California San Diego.

First author John R. Reynolds, who has joint appointments in theSchool of Chemistry and

Biochemistryand theSchool of Materials Science and Engineeringat Georgia Tech, has for 20

years been studying and developing electrochromic materials that can change colors. Much of

Reynolds’ work has focused on how a small electrical voltage changes electrochromic
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materials, called cathodically coloring polymers, from a wide range of vibrant colors to opaque

but with a slight blue tint. “That’s fine for many applications – including rear-view mirrors that

cut the glare from oncoming cars by turning dark – but not for all potential uses,” said

Reynolds.

For example, the U.S. Air Force is working toward visors for its pilots that would automatically

switch from dark to clear when a plane flies from bright sunlight into clouds. “And when they

say clear, they want it crystal clear, not a light blue,” Reynolds said. “We’d like to get rid of that

tint.”

Toward Clarity

Another family of electrochromic materials that can change color when exposed to an oxidizing

voltage is known as anodically coloring electrochromes (ACEs), colorless materials that take on

color upon oxidation. But there has been a lack of understanding in the science behind those

colored oxidized states, known as radical cations. Researchers have not entirely understood

the absorption mechanism of these cations, so the colors could not be controllably tuned.

Enter Dylan T. Christiansen, a graduate student in the Reynolds group. While tinkering with

some ACE molecules, he experimented with a new approach to controlling color in radical

cations. Specifically, he created four different ACE molecules by making tiny changes to the

ACEs’ molecular structures that have little effect on the neutral or clear state, but significantly

change the absorption of the colored, or radical cation state.

The results were spectacular. “I expected some color differences between the four molecules,

but thought they’d be very minor,” Christiansen said.

Instead, upon the application of an oxidizing voltage, the four molecules produced four very

different colors: two vibrant greens, a yellow, and a red. And unlike their cathodic counterparts,

they are crystal clear in the neutral state, with no tint. Finally, just like mixing inks, the

researchers found that a blend of the molecules that switch to green and red made a mixture

that is clear and switches to an opaque black. Suddenly those Air Force visors that switch from

crystal clear to black looked more attainable.

“The beauty of this is it’s so simple. These minor chemical changes – literally the difference of a

few atoms – have such a huge impact on color,” saidAimée L. Tomlinson, a professor in the

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry at theUniversity of North Georgiaand the third

author of the paper with Reynolds and Christiansen.
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Supercomputer-generated ACE models

How could such tiny changes have such an effect? That’s where Tomlinson, a computational

chemist, and SDSC’s Comet supercomputer came into play. For the last five years, Tomlinson

has used Comet to analyze Reynolds’ electrochromic materials with computational models that

provide insights into what’s happening at the sub-molecular level.

The study findings provided significant insight into how molecule alterations change colors and

the work continues to generate insights into new ACE molecules, thanks to continuous

feedback between Tomlinson’s models and the experimental data. The models generated by

Comet help guide efforts in the lab to create new ACE molecules, while the experimental data

from those molecules makes the Comet models even stronger.

The Comet-generated models, coupled with Christiansen’s data for the new ACE molecules,

showed how the small chemical changes can drastically alter the electronic structure of the

molecules’ radical cation states, and ultimately control the color. “While I was the only person

doing the computational work for this particular project, I have worked with 39 undergraduate

students and 25 of them have gone on to or have plans to attend graduate or medical school,”

said Tomlinson. “I have been fortunate enough to have been afforded over two million core-

hours to complete my work, which has led to this paper as well as eleven additional

manuscripts where seven included undergraduate authors.”

Tomlinson noted that the visualizations helped to illuminate how radical cations work, However,

they are still not well understood. She said that this study could now help others manipulate

them for future use in fields beyond electrochromism.

“I think what makes science really interesting is that [sometimes] you see something you really

did not expect, you pursue it, and you end up with something that is better than you expected

when you started,” said Reynolds in commenting on the serendipitous nature of the initial

discovery.

This work was funded by the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research. The computational

portion of the study was funded in part by the National Science Foundation Extreme Science

and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) allocation TG-DMR160146. Tomlinson also

acknowledges the support of her university, while Reynolds acknowledges support for his

electrochromic polymer research program from NXN Licensing.
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